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Snapchat has a new player on its ever growing team: the NFL.

The popular messaging app announced Thursday a new deal that will allow fans attending games to participate
in a global Snapchat story every week and share their firsthand experiences from NFL stadiums with others
around the world.

As with other Snapchat Live Stories, the messaging app's public collection and sharing of Snaps sent on its
network, the move allows fans who are live at the games to post photos and videos documenting their
experiences, often providing an "in the stands" and behind-the-scenes feeling not traditionally found when
watching the games on television. Similar to other stories the NFL Live Stories feed can be found in the
Discover section of the Snapchat app and will exist only for 24 hours following the final game of the week.

Snapchat has been aggressive in its move to partner with major events. On Wednesday, the service featured
stories from NY Fashion Week and the GOP debate, offering similar behind-the-scenes experiences from each

event.

The partnership with the NFL follows a similar arrangement the service had with Major League Baseball over the summer, allowing baseball fans to check
out Snaps from games being played on Wednesdays.

"The NFL Live Stories will tell the story of what it's like to be at an NFL game from many points of view throughout the day – from the grounds crew
preparing the field for play, to fans tailgating in the parking lot, to players warming up, to the celebrations of victory on the field and in the stands, to the
players heading into the parking lot and closing up the stadium," says Blake Stuchin, Director, Digital Media Business Development for the NFL.

"It's a great showcase for the excitement of being at an NFL game, and it's a great second-screen experience to complement live game broadcasts by
our TV, digital, and audio partners."

The first NFL story appeared during week one of the football season last week, with the next story set to go live in time for the Denver Broncos game
against the Kansas City Chiefs tonight. As with other stories, users looking to view the story from tonight's game will only be available to do so from within
the app for 24 hours.

Snapchat and the NFL originally teamed up to produce a Live Story from April's NFL Draft in Chicago, something that proved highly successful and was
viewed by nearly 15 million fans worldwide.

The NFL and Snapchat will also be delivering weekly programming showcasing each of the 32 NFL teams. As with the other Live Stories, this will also be
available worldwide to all Snapchat users during the NFL's regular season and continuing throughout the postseason and Super Bowl 50.

While providing users with another way to get their football fix, the move also proves to be lucrative for both parties by tapping into Snapchat's younger
demographic. The NFL and Snapchat will incorporate advertising into the Stories, offering brands the ability to present "official NFL Live Stories" made
specifically for the messaging app.

Snapchat will share advertising revenues with the league, though the exact revenue split is unknown.

The partnership is also a further example of the NFL's embrace of digital platforms. In 2013, the league struck a reported five-year, $400 million deal with
Microsoft (http://variety.com/2013/digital/news/microsoft-nfl-team-up-on-400-million-deal-to-make-games-more-interactive-1200486036/) to use Surface
tablets on its sidelines and stream games and videos to apps on the Xbox One and Windows PCs. Last month, the league signed a two-year deal with
Twitter to more quickly share videos and highlights on the social network.
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For Snapchat the move brings it more exposure from the most popular sport in the country. According to the Nielsen Company, the 2014 NFL regular
season reached 202.3 million unique viewers, with NFL games accounting for the top 20 and 45 of the 50 most-watched TV shows among all
programming in 2014.
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